To reduce buffer size and power consumption, a lower rate MIMO mode in retransmission request, termed as Lower Rate Retransmission (LRR) Scheme [Chen et. al, 2009] , is proposed. In this chapter, we define the rate as how much information can be transmitted in single time-frequency resource unit. Two examples of LRR schemes are introduced. For the first scheme, it applies rate-2 SM for initial transmission, and rate-1 STBC [Alamouti ,1998] or Space Frequency Block Coding (SFBC) [Kaiser ,2003] is used for retransmission. For the second scheme, rate-3 or rate-4 SM are leveraged for initial transmission, and a lower rate SM scheme, i.e., rate-2 or rate-3, is employed for retransmission. In order not to decrease the spectral efficiency, only partial coded bits are retransmitted in the proposed schemes.
In LRR, with fewer transmit antennae in retransmission, the acquired transmit power gain could be used to retransmit higher modulation symbols and keep the total retransmitted bits as close to initial transmission as possible. We tabulated this scheme as Lower Rate Retransmission combine with modulation step up (LRRMSU).
The notations of this paper are explained as following: Superscripts T and H indicate matrix transpose and hermitian, respectively. Superscripts * indicates complex conjugate operation. Uppercase boldface denotes a matrix while lowercase boldface denotes a vector. This article is organized as follows. In the next section the architecture of a single-input single-output (SISO) transceiver using BICM and HARQ is presented. The following section narrates conventional MIMO HARQ schemes. The LRR schemes are then elaborated with simpler receiver implementations. The following section contains some discussion of MIMO system design based on the employed HARQ scheme, receiver complexity, and storage requirements. To keep the number of retransmission bits, near to that of the initial transmission a LRRMSU scheme is illustrated to enhance the system throughput. Finally, some concluding remarks are provided. 
MIMO HARQ scheme in 802.16
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Lower Rate Retransmission (LRR) scheme
In practice, due to the propagation mechanisms, MIMO system may be suffered from high spatial correlation, which degrades the system capacity. If there is no feedback information regarding the channel rank, it is always a good approach to retransmit with a lower rate MIMO mode to provide a robust transmission. For instance, a rate-1 SFBC or STBC is recommended for retransmission for initial transmission in rate-2 SM mode. For rate-3 and rate-4 initial transmission in SM mode, on the other hand, rate-2 and rate-3 SM mode are recommended for retransmission. A list of possible MIMO mode selection for LRR is shown www.intechopen.com in Table 2 . Since an open loop system is being considered, thus the transmitter does not possess channel state information (CSI). Note that LRR can be leveraged in association with a stream-to-antenna mapping technique such as precoding or antenna selection. 
Receiver architectures
In this section, four types of MIMO receivers are elaborated. Firstly, we illustrate the combining methods for both VSTBC and STBC/SFBC in symbol and bit levels. Then, two SM detection algorithms in BLC are described: Soft Linear Minimum Mean Square Error (LMMSE) [ Lee & Sundberg, 2007] algorithm and LSD algorithm. All algorithms use soft decision information generated from CSI. Finally, a complexity analysis is carried out in a rate-2 MIMO HARQ scheme.
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VSTBC-MRC with SLC and STBC/SFBC-MRC with BLC
A flat-fading MIMO system can be expressed as: and identity matrix P is described.
The signal in the odd transmission (as defined in Table 1 ) is:
And the signal in the even transmission is:
Here, subscripts odd and even indicate different subpacket information at odd and even retransmission. Moreover, the initial transmission is started with the first odd transmission. Hence, a pair of received signal in subpackets can be formed as: 
The overall receiver architecture is shown in Figure 4 . The scheme requires not only symbol level buffer (SLB), but also bit level buffer (BLB), where the BLB is used to store loglikelihood ratios (LLRs). For example, in 3TX, retransmitted packet cannot be combined by MRC with previous symbol values using VSTBC format, hence only previous LLRs is required to be stored in BLB in this retransmission. The SLB and BLB cannot be shared with each other, because both of them are required for 4TX combining.
www.intechopen.com For the proposed LRR scheme with rate-2 SM initial transmission, the scheme is simply tantamount to a SFBC after rate reduction, and it can be detected by MRC method and then combined with previous LLRs in BLC. The SFBC formats of the retransmitted subpacket are expressed as:
and
where subscripts 0 sub and 1 sub indicate the subcarrier indices 0 and 1, respectively. The detection is performed for every two consecutive subcarriers and the former detected LLRs is stored in BLB, hence SLB is not required. The overall receiver architecture is shown in Figure 5 . 
Soft LMMSE with BLC
In BLC, there is no restrictions on symbol-alignment for the signals of odd and even retransmissions. Based on the system model in equation 1, and signal vector x here is the same as odd x , the detection signal can be expressed as in 13. The LMMSE for signal operates as:
The equivalent channel gain is the inverse of diagonal terms of MSE matrix. The LMMSE for channel gain operates as:
where
^0
h and
^1
h are the equivalent soft CSI gains and the overall scheme is shown in Figure 6 . 
LSD with BLC
There are many simplified LLR algorithms for soft values computation for a SM system in the existing literature. Here, we focus on an exhaustive search which results in no penalty in performance. 
Complexity analysis
An example based on 802.16e Partial Usage of Subchannels (PUSC) format is given here to analyze the complexity of different schemes under our consideration. The resource unit is constructed with one slot with 48 data subcarriers. For sake of simplicity, only the number of complex multiplication operations (CMLs) is considered. A real division operation is assumed to be equivalent to one CML. Besides, the complexity of LSD with BLC is not examined, because its complexity depends on the modulation order and it is undoubtable to be more complicated than the other detectors. The complexity of a MIMO receiver with tr M M2  is shown as follows.
VSTBC-MRC with SLC:
In this case, there are 48 subcarriers in total to be implemented with the MRC operation, and each of them takes eight CMLs in MRC for signal and eight CMLs (only diagonal elements are needed) in MRC for channel. Hence, it takes 768 CMLs in total.
STBC/SFBC-MRC with BLC:
Every 2-subcarrier pair is to be implemented by one MRC operation in this case, hence the number of required operations is half of VSTBC-MRC with SLC. Thus, the total number of required operations is 384 CMLs.
Soft LMMSE with BLC:
In this scenario, we should consider 48 subcarriers with 22  matrix operations in MMSE To recapitulate, our proposed scheme reduces the complexity by about 50% and 70% as compared to VSTBC-MRC with SLC and soft LMMSE with BLC, respectively.
Lower Rate Retransmission (LRR) combined with Modulation Step Up (LRRMSU) scheme
There are several pros of the LRR scheme such as 1. a robust retransmission, because the inter-stream interference is reduced, 2. the transmitter side acquires additional transmit power gain for each retransmitted stream, 3. frequency and spatial diversity is gained, because different resource allocation will be automatically guaranteed. However, one possible cons, the total retransmitted bits will be reduced as compare to number of bits in initial transmission, might degrade its performance in high coding rate scenarios. To overcome this deficiency, higher order modulation or called modulation step up is introduced and combined with the LRR scheme in Figure 8 . In the initial transmission, the transmission mode operates with 4 transmission antennae with QPSK in each stream. In retransmission, the number of transmission antennae is reduced to 3 but the modulation order is step up to 16 QAM. Therefore, we keep the number of retransmission bits very close to that of traditional scheme. 
Numerical results
In order to verify the superiority of the proposed scheme, the simulation based on a low correlation MIMO model [WiMAX ,2007] Furthermore, PUSC with 10Mhz bandwidth is assumed and the coding scheme is based on 802.16e CTC. In addition, we postulate that the receiver has perfect CSI. The HARQ round trip interval is 10ms, and the subpacket will be shifted by 3 subchannel length to gain higher diversity in frequency domain. The subpacket size for each coding rate is summarized in Table 3 , where EP N is the number of information bits before feeding into FEC encoder. Note that we concentrate on CC mode and the comparison with IR mode is beyond our scope due to page restrictions. We focus on simulation results of PB3 and VA60. In 1TX, the receiver is a soft MMSE detector for both cases, and in 2TX the VSTBC-MRC or SFBC-MRC is used. Simulation results of 2TX packet error rate (PER) in Figure 9 and 10 show that our proposed scheme has poorer error performance in low mobility. However, the interference terms in equation 9 will impact the performance of VSTBC in SLC scheme as the mobility increases. Hence, the proposed scheme becomes superior in moderate and higher speed scenarios. Nevertheless, a Doppler estimator is generally not available at the receiver; hence conventional 802.16e cannot be guaranteed to be superior at all mobility levels. The PER in 3TX is not evaluated, because the retransmitted subpacket cannot be combined with previous ones in BLC, in 3TX of a 802.16e MIMO-HARQ scheme. 1TX, the SM detection is the same for soft MMSE/LSD for 802.16e and the proposed scheme. For later retransmissions than 1TX, the detection method is soft MMSE/LSD in 802.16e and SFBC-MRC in the proposed scheme. The maximum number of retransmission assumed in our simulation is 3. We first show that the PER results in 11 and 12, and it then follows by throughput comparison in 13 and 14. Thus, when the channel model is PB3 with low spatial correlation, it is shown that the proposed scheme always outperforms the ones in 802.16e, especially in higher coding rate scenarios. In terms of throughput, the proposed scheme can achieve higher throughput in low signal to noise ratio (SNR) region with the same coding rate. Nonetheless, the throughput curves are similar in high SNR region. The results also show that the proposed scheme is less sensitive to improper link adaptation. 
Conclusions
In this chapter, we proposed a novel scheme to gain better performance, which reduces the receiver complexity (by 50% ∼ 70% in 2 × 2 MIMO scenario) as well as the buffer requirement. From the simulation, it is observable that the proposed scheme can achieve better performance than conventional 802.16e schemes in scenarios with moderate or high mobility. In another set of simulations, we have compared the proposed scheme with the BLC in 802.16e architecture. The results have verified that our scheme is less sensitive to inappropriate link adaptation.
